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One of the four north–south orientated streets in the ‘Medieval Grid’ and unarguably the least salubrious being 

largely a service street for the Angel Hotel and other commercial/ businesses in Angel Hill and, to a lesser extent, 

Hatter Street, to the east and west respectively. 

There are listed buildings only on the four extreme corners of this street, at its intersection with Abbeygate Street 

to the north and Churchgate Street to the south. Otherwise, the buildings are a very mixed lot with a large number 

of recently built houses on the west side while the east side has more historic buildings, including surviving  stable/

carriage buildings from the 19th C now converted to hotel uses. There is also the best group of garages in the town 

and two car parks. The general scale of development is two or at most three stories, with the larger elements to-

wards the north and south ends of the street and materials are a complete confection of stucco render, red and 

white bricks and some flintwork too. Roofing materials are a similar diverse collection with clay tiles and pantiles 

but also lots of Welsh slates. 

The street links to Bridewell Lane to the South and Lower Baxter Street to the north as a continuous thoroughfare 

but is not straight having a distinct bend towards the middle. Notwithstanding that, it is still possible to see the 

continuation of the route to both the north and south. The southern views are towered over by the Greene King 

Brewery chimneys at the south end of Bridewell Lane, which are a clear marker in the urban context. 

Otherwise there are good views of the Cathedral tower above the buildings in Angel Hill at the east side car park 

behind the Angel Hill Surgery. 

Pavements are finished, rather unusually for Bury St Edmunds, in granite with the road finish in asphalt. The street 

furniture includes faux historic cast iron bollards and column street lights and folksy telephone poles. 
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Angel Lane East Side 

Buildings South of Prezzo 

In 2 tall storeys of red brick (with modern  prominant pointing) and with 4 bays of fenestration 

this appears to be a late 18th/early 19th C building, constructed as an annex to the Angel Hotel 

and, presumably originally stables or other such uses. The ground floor is heavily rebuilt and the 

fenestration here is modern, although in period style, and there is a doorway which has much 

later brickwork.  

Clay tiles to roof hipped to north and gabled to the south. 

Openings at first floor are arched with a header arch and at ground floor full bricks- not of the 

best quality construction. 

First floor fenestration is 18th C style sashes with multipanes, the ground floor door and window 

joinery is modern, the latter multipaned. 

Modern aluminium rainwater goods. 

A handsome early building reasonably well converted to modern hotel uses although dominat-

ed by the modern pointing, but making a positive contribution to the conservation area. 

Modern Building to Rear of Angel Hotel 

 

Here is a late 20th C extension to the building to the immediate north again in red brick but here 

with three stories, the second floor being a half attic, with dormers breaking through the eave 

line of the clay pantiled roof. 

There are two dormers with lead roofs below which are four arched openings with four paned 

sash windows and then at ground floor level four more, here with casements divided into two 

panes. All these openings have stone (faux stone?) cills. To the south is a double height oriel 

window with lead clad base and spandrel apron.  

Aluminium rainwater goods. Planting boxes at 1st floor level have 2000 date commemorative 

brackets. 

This is a rather good modern addition in the conservation area and at least neutral in its contri-

bution to it. 

Historic Building to South of the above 

This is a late 18th/early 19th C  building is of the same generation as that to the northern 

(building south of Prezzo) but again with later alterations. In two stories, it has an opening to 

the north into the Angel Hotel courtyard with handsome original panelled doors with excellent 

furniture, above which is a deep modern concrete  lintol (which must have replaced an earlier 

beam) which bears onto original stone pads. Above this is a  pair of what may be later sash win-

dows with  multipane sashes which are, presumably,  20th C. 

Curiously this northern section of the building has pointing of a different nature to that of the 

south where replacement mortar of a later date rather disguises the relationship with the 

northern element. In this southern part there are 18th/ early 19th C multi pane sash windows to 

the 1st floor and at ground floor multi pane Yorkshire sashes below a full brick arch. Painted 

stone (?) cills to all openings. 

The clay pantiled roof is hipped to the south. Aluminium rainwater goods. 

A handsome historic building which has been generally well converted to form hotel accommo-

dation making a positive contribution to the conservation area.  
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Buildings immediately to the South of the above 

Here is a group of buildings of two storeys in red brick of different periods but all seemingly 

still relating to the Angel Hotel. These are visually divided into three sections. 

That to the north has a clay tiled roof which runs into the earlier hipped roof of the building 

to the north. This later 20th C element is faced in (reused?) red bricks and the detail approxi-

mates to the buildings to its north with first floor four paned sash windows below a header 

arch and at ground floor a tripartite casement window below a full brick arch. Painted wood-

en (?) cills. 

The roof has a fascia boarded eave which reflects the detail of the Victorian part of the build-

ing to the extreme south. 

The second bay in the middle is a modern building and reflects the detail of the south-most 

bay with four pane sashes to both ground and first floors. The first floor openings have con-

crete lintols and the ground floor a double header arch (not of the quality of the historic 

work). 

There is a flint plinth with brick dressings and a header string course at first floor cill level. 

The slated roof of this element stretches the full width of it and also extends over the bay to 

the south, and has a fascia to its eave. 

To the south is an original Victorian element but the details and design of this bay repeats 

exactly that of the central element. 

Painted aluminium rainwater goods. 

To the south is a single tongued and grooved boarded door in a Victorian garden wall with a 

round tiled coping. 

A group which has been conspicuously extended in response to the context and overall mak-

ing a modest positive contribution to the conservation area. 

Building Immediately to the South of those above 

Here is a late 18th/ early 19th C building with a lot of later alterations. Originally a stable build-

ing, with accommodation over, in two storeys of white bricks and three bays of fenestration 

at first floor level and related paired flanking doors at ground  floor with a large central stable 

opening to the centre below an arch of Soanian proportions which has a modern garage door 

and boarded infill above. 

The roof is finished in modern concrete tiles with a projecting eave. The first floor windows 

are modern casements and their size has been reduced by infilling their aprons -  this was 

presumably done when the building was converted to residential use in the later 20th Centu-

ry. 

At ground floor the flanking doors have arched brickwork openings and fanlights with six 

panelled doors - all original construction. Internally the garage has some original finishes and 

fittings. 

Tethering rings survive flanking the south door. Plastic rainwater goods. 

This is a very good historic building which makes a strong positive contribution to the conser-

vation area. 

3 Angel Lane 

This is a Victorian building of the mid/late 19th C again in white bricks to the street. The south 

facing flank elevation has polychromatic  brickwork. 

Two stories and an attic with a dormer to the street and a gable to the flank. 

Stone cills and stone lintols to openings generally with wooden sash windows and an original 

wooden door with faux medieval studding.  All original joinery. 

The roof is tiled with a tall brick chimney, projecting eaves and a fancy projecting gable barge 

board. 

To the rear is a modern extension with a modern door and window with a felted roof. 

Plastic rainwater goods. 

A good conservation area historic building making a positive contribution. 
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Car Park to the Rear of Angel Hill Surgery 

This gives views to the rear of the buildings in Angel Hill and above to the Athenaeum’s 

copper clad observatory and flag pole, and the Cathedral tower. This modern concrete 

paved area is surrounded on its east and south sides largely with modern red brick walls 

but heavily disguised by vegetation. 

Neutral in the conservation area 

Garages 1-7 

Apparently dating from the late 18th/early 19th C and probably built as coach houses and 

almost certainly now the finest group of garages in BSE, with pantiled roofs and a series of 

arched openings all now with modern traditional garage doors. In flint with brick dressings 

and arched brick lintols, some of which have been rebuilt. 

Rainwater goods are a mixture of plastic and iron. 

Good historic service buildings which make a strong positive contribution to the conserva-

tion area. 

Angel Lane West 

South Extension of Javelin Building 

This is identified by the planning authority as an undesignated part of what is otherwise a 

listed building. It is the single storey element of four window bays with a double pitched  

roof and a gabled elevation with a service bay/loading doors to the south. 

The building seems to be of the mid 20th C with stucco rendered walls and slated roof on a 

stretcher bond red brick plinth, recently stucco rendered. The windows are wooden framed 

fixed casements with quartered glazing bars and a rather industrial loading bay door in gal-

vanised steel. The stucco render has a traditional patterned textured finish with plain mar-

gins dividing the walls into bays, reflecting the earlier elements of the building complex.  

The building has a further lean-to element to the west which abuts the adjacent buildings; 

this has a low pitched roof but is barely visible from the street. 

Plastic rainwater goods. 

While this building fits well enough with the listed building of which it is an extension, and, 

indeed, with the conservation area it has air conditioning fans fixed to its south elevation 

which are deleterious to the setting  of both. The building is neutral/positive but the plant 

has a negative effect on the conservation area and the setting of the listed building. 

Car Park South of Javelin 

This is the car park for the Angel Hotel which is open to the street with period style bollards 

and lamp standard. 

Asphalt finish to surface. The rear (west) wall has elements of very early masonry with flint, 

brick and Abbey stones from the buildings in Hatter Street and Abbeygate Street, 

Otherwise to the north and south are 19th/early 20th C brick boundary walls and some 

feather edged boarding. 

There are good views to the rear of the buildings in Abbeygate Street - but the ventilation 

plant on the rear of the listed Javelin Building is detracting both to the conservation area 

and the listed building itself. The Hatter Street buildings views are at best mixed too. Here 

is the Fletton brick faced rear and side elevations of the Cinema which detract as does the 

building’s service area. 

This is a suitable case for treatment. While the requirement for a car park to the Angel Ho-

tel is noted, the demand for some treatment to enhance the conservation area is needed. 

Negative in the conservation area. 
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8 to 22 Angel Lane 

This is a modern (1997 date on commemorative brick at the entrance to No 20) residential 

development in mainly two storeys of rather folksy faux period cottages with two of the 

houses having  an additional second floor. One has a dormered attic (No 20) the other 

with a gabled attic perpendicular to the street (No 10). Another gable indicates where 

there is an entrance to the car park to the rear, with steel railings/ gates in a period style. 

Materials are mixed with mainly red brick but stucco render too and the northern–most 

(No 22) has flint work. The roofs are all slated. 

Fenestration is wooden framed and mixed with casements (to the south) and sashes to 

the north. No 18 has plastic windows with leaded lights which rather detract in the street. 

Entrance doors have raised and fielded panels and there are 3 garage doors to the north 

with modern roller doors. There is a faux chimney to No 12. 

Overall a reasonable enough group, but perhaps an over complicated design for such a 

small development. It is neutral in its contribution to the conservation area. 

Zen Noodle Bar 

Unashamedly modern in appearance, a wide span shed structure with patent glazed ele-

vation to the street with a simple slated roof. 

The street elevation has a deep double fascia with lead clad gutters to the flanks above 

steel clad piers between which is the modern patent glazing. 

To the north the building‘s north wall is historic with brick/ flint and Abbey stone. 

Irrespective of the design of the building which is idiosyncratic and rather interestingly 

contrasts with the ‘context’, the use brings interest and activity in the street, but neutral 

in its contribution to the conservation area. 

 


